Jeff Chen, better known as Kid Stylez, is a DJ / Producer from Houston, Texas. Over a span of a 20-year career, this
veteran DJ has rocked sold out venues across the nation, performed on nationally syndicated radio mixshows, and
held numerous residencies at highly regarded venues. Now making his own remixes and tracks, this DJ has recently
found a whole new love for music and performing.
As an open format DJ, this party rocker is well-known for surprising crowds with "left turns,” as well as performing
on-the-fly edits and live blends in his high-energy sets. He draws on his extensive music knowledge to perform
crowd-pleasing sets that break genre barriers. Jeff is a master at reading crowds, and any given night you might hear
deep house, progressive, trap, breakbeat, electro, dubstep, hip hop, reggae, rock, or pop, all perfectly fused together.
Jeff has performed alongside many of today’s most recognizable music talent, with particular emphasis on the EDM
(Electronic Dance Music) scene. He has been chosen as a supporting act for multiple Armin Van Buuren tours, as
well as many other EDM artist tours. He has also performed at the nation’s premier Halloween EDM festival,
Something Wicked, for multiple years. Jeff was also selected from DJs across the country to play the world's largest
24 Hour EDM mixshow, The New Year's Eve Tailgate Party. (The mixshow is broadcasted on one of the top rated
EDM stations in the nation - Energy 95.7.) Most recently, Jeff was chosen to be an official DJ at the legendary Club
Nomadic for Super Bowl LI, where he performed with The Chainsmokers and Snoop Dogg.
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OPENING ACT for DASH BERLIN
“Nightculture & Disco Donnie Presents”
OPENING ACT for PAUL OAKENFOLD
“Jagermeister Ultimate Summer of Music Tour”
OPENING ACT for FAR EAST MOVEMENT
“Stereo Live & Kollaboration Houston Presents”
OPENING ACT for ARMIN VAN BUUREN
“2012 World Tour” and “Intense Album Release Tour”
OPENING ACT for W&W
“Nightculture & Disco Donnie Presents”

SOMETHING WICKED
EDM Music Festival
OPENING ACT for CAZZETTE
“Rich’s & Freakboy Presents”
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OFFICIAL DJ for CLUB NOMADIC - SUPERBOWL LI
“2017 EA Sports Bowl”

OPENING ACT for PAUL VAN DYK
“Evolution Tour”

CONTACT INFO
bookings@kidstylez.com

NOTABLE PERFORMANCES

Houston / Austin / San Antonio, TX

OPENING ACT for COSMIC GATE
“Wake Your Mind Tour”
OPENING ACT for ATB
“Distant Earth Tour”

